
Oscar Winner Viola Davis is Blown Away About
Credit Accelerator, the Best Software Product to
Achieve Financial Freedom

History-Maker Actress Viola
David won the Oscar for Fences
and also won an Emmy and
Tony, a first for an African
American Woman, visits Credit
Accelerator with her daughter
Genesis.

Credit Accelerator CEO Bernard Bonner Presents Oscar
Winners, Nominees and Hollywood Influencers With A Priceless
Boost for a Perfect Credit Score

BEVERLY HILLS, CA, UNITED STATES, March 3, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- When the official Oscars accountant,
PricewaterhouseCoopers, can make a mistake at the 89th
Annual Academy Awards on the biggest night for the movie
industry, you can only imagine how many mistakes and errors
you can discover on your credit report. Credit Accelerator
launched a revolutionary software product that eliminates the
human error.  "Our powerful method has little room for error,"
said Credit Accelerator CEO Bernard Bonner.  "The software will
not allow negative information to fall through the cracks." 

Credit Accelerator found the solution to help people get back on
track and accelerate their lives.  "We didn't hesitate to bring this
software product to the exclusive gifting suites produced by
GBK," said Bonner.  "This is a easy, affordable solution for non-
accountants, it is designed to keep you in production on set and
in your personal life."  Oscar winners and nominees, presenters,
and Hollywood influencers gravitated towards the Credit
Acceleration display to learn more about how they can maintain a lavish lifestyle, boost and maintain
their credit score especially if their careers begin to slow down; the family is expanding with babies;
children on their way to college; parents who need longtime care; or go through a catastrophic event.

When the crowdfunding runs
out or investors disappear,
personal credit can suffer for
many people in the exciting
but volatile world of film
making.”

Credit Accelerator CEO
Bernard Bonner

"Good credit can take you far in life and starting early isn't a
bad idea," said Bonner.

Bonner presented to a list of celebrities free access to Credit
Accelerator to experience the success of the program, which
included: Oscar Winner Viola Davis (Fences) with her
daughter Genesis; Actor Russell Hornsby (Oscar nominated
Fences); Actor Cary-Hiroyuki Tagawa (Oscar nominated Kubo
and the Two Strings); Oscar Nominated Producer Julie
Goldman and Director Roger Ross Williams (Oscar
Nominated Life, Animated); Actor Menik Gooneratne (Oscar
nominated Lion); Actor Aldis Hodge (Oscar nominated Hidden

Figures); Actor Richard Kind (Inside Out); Actor Anthony Anderson (Black-ish); Music Producer
Randy Jackson (original judge for American Idol); Karina Smirnoff (Dancing with the Stars); Producer
Howard Barish (Oscar nominated 13th); and more.  

http://www.einpresswire.com


Actor Cary-Hiroyuki Tagawa stars
in Oscar nominated Kubo and
the Two Strings gives a thumbs
up to Credit Accelerator.

Award-Winning Actor Russell
Hornsby plays opposite Oscar
nominee Denzel Washington and
winner Viola Davis (Oscar
nominated Fences) is a
Hollywood insider.

When it takes 3 to 4 times the amount of a film budget in
worldwide gross revenue to break even on a film, the
entertainment community understands the importance of good
credit, accuracy and proper oversight of budgets, forecasts,
global box office and movie attendance trends. Warner Bros.
reported that Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix had
allegedly lost $167 million, despite $967 million in global
revenues.  

"Bottomline, to outsiders looking in, it appears that the money
train is in the station and everyone is financially free to do
whatever they want," said Bonner.  The reality is the overhead
costs, especially promotion and marketing can be as much as
the production budget.  "It's just not a sure thing to make a huge
profit.  When the crowdfunding runs out or investors disappear,
personal credit can suffer for many people in the wonderful
world of film making."

"We recruited a team of the best and the brightest experts in
finance and credit to develop a software product that removes
the bad and boosts the good accounts using an user friendly,
self-guided approach," said Credit Accelerator CEO Bernard
Bonner. "Credit Accelerator is guaranteed to position you to be
and stay in the game."

Hollywood insiders know that the fastest and safest way to boost
your credit score is with Credit Accelerator on your team to
tackle the credit woes that plague millions of people. Credit
Accelerator can take your credit score to the next level and put
you in the same league as the elite and business savvy.

"For decades, there have been credit repair and credit “fixing”
companies, but they all charge ridiculous fees and produce
shoddy results," said Bonner who is known as the 'Business
Consultant to the Stars.' "Credit Accelerator is not only the most
cost effective, but has been certified as the most effective way to
boost your credit giving you financial freedom." 

When it comes to improving credit, no one does it better than
Credit Accelerator. You might wonder if it's credit repair, fixing or building. The answer is that it just
works. Accelerating your credit is new. It's a two-prong approach of removing negatives while at the
same time boosting the positives by using the letter of the law as defined by the Federal Credit
Reporting Act. "Every step of the Credit Accelerated program is in full compliance with this law," said
Bonner.

Under the FCRA, both the credit reporting company and the information provider (the person,
company, or organization that provides information about to any one of the three national credit
reporting companies - Experian, TransUnion, and Equifax) are responsible for correcting inaccurate or
incomplete information in your report. This is one of several examples of how Credit Accelerator takes
advantage of all your rights under this law.

The Federal Trade Commission states, "Credit scoring systems are complex and vary among



Producer Julie Goldman and Director Roger Ross
(Oscar Nominated Life, Animated) know how good credit
can benefit a film production.

Credit Accelerator is an innovative, easy and effective
approach to improving credit.

creditors or insurance companies and for
different types of credit or insurance. If
one factor changes, your score may
change — but improvement generally
depends on how that factor relates to
others the system considers. Only the
business using the system knows what
might improve your score under the
particular model they use to evaluate
your application." Credit Accelerator
removes the mystery out of the credit
scoring system.

Credit Accelerator offers the most
sophisticated and effective method
available today – all in an easy-to-use,
guided software product. You don’t have
to be a credit expert to get expert results.
Improved credit in the New Year is
attainable with Credit Accelerator.

To schedule an interview with Credit
Accelerator CEO Bernard Bonner,
contact Raffles van Exel of Raffles
Entertainment at 310-925-8448 or
raffles@rafflesentertainment.com.

About Credit Accelerator:

Credit Accelerator is the fastest way to
boost your credit score and get ahead in
life. It is the most powerful method
available for improving your credit,
developed by a team of the world’s
leading experts in credit. Credit Accelerator is a revolutionary software product that allows you to
remove negative items from your credit while boosting the effect of your positive accounts. Both quick
and easy to use, Credit Accelerator will help you get lower interest rates, be approved for loans and
get ahead in life! www.creditaccelerator.com

Raffles van Exel, President
Raffles Entertainment
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